Servo Motion Solutions for Robotics

- Family of drives with full tuning control of Position, Velocity, and Torque
- Multiple network support - CANopen, EtherCAT®, Ethernet, RS485, Powerlink, Modbus

M/V™ Series Motor Controllers
- Vehicle mounted motor controllers for modern mobile electric platforms
- Provides optimum performance in a watertight, ruggedized, IP65 case

Extended Environment
- Configurable or Dedicated models
- Ambient operating temperatures from -40°C to +85°C
- Designed to assist compliance toward MIL-STD approvals

Wide offering of servo drives, machine control, and embedded solutions

Over 2.5 million servo axes shipped over 25+ years

Off-the-shelf, modified, and custom hardware

Making your job easier from concept → design → manufacturing → integration → production

DigiFlex® Performance™